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At Whitefield Elementary School 
Daily 5 is a literacy learning structure that is used in many classrooms at WES. It incorporates opportunities 
for students to increase their reading and writing independence and stamina. The Daily 5 system includes 
“Reading to Self,” “Reading to Someone,” “Word Work,” “Work on Writing,” and “Listening to Reading.” 
In the past few weeks, first graders in particular have been focusing on “Reading to Self” while the 
classroom teacher is leading social distanced, small group reading. “Reading to Self” starts out with the 
teacher modeling both desired and non-desired reading behaviors. In a non-COVID world, students are 
encouraged to find comfortable spots to read. They talk about ways to ignore distractions and settle into 
the experience. Key to “Reading to Self” success is the reader having a "Good Fit" book. The IPICK method 
empowers the reader to independently choose a selection that both interests them and is at a 
comprehension level they can benefit from. Over the next few weeks, the class will engage in “Reading to 
Self” to practice the skills they have been taught and build stamina. Building stamina means the ability to 
sustain focused “Reading to Self” for longer and longer periods of time. During these reading sessions, the 
class tracks their daily stamina and graphs it as it builds over time. The end result is increased exposure to 
personally interesting reading sections, improvement in reading skills, vocabulary, comprehension, 
fluency, concentration, and, of course, pride. Over the course of the past few weeks, WES first graders 
have improved their reading stamina from two and a half minutes to just over six minutes. The “Read to 
Self” strategy is a great way for families to directly play a role in their child's reading development at 
home.  Check into the Daily 5 strategies online at https://www.thedailycafe.com/daily-5. 
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At Lancaster Elementary School 
Stepping into a first grade classroom at Lancaster School today, one will see a group of students who are 
engaged, excited, and full of wonder. A group of students who are learning how to read, write, add and 
subtract, recognize social/emotional self-regulation, develop social skills, and maneuver numerous 
technological platforms, all while building stamina and increasing independence.  A group of students who 
are not at all phased by the challenges that have been placed on them during this pandemic.   
 
These students come into the classroom each morning, excited for the day ahead. These students left the 
classroom in March and had not stepped back into a classroom until September, however, one would 
never guess that these children had been out of the classroom environment for over five months!   
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Jamie Colby and Mary Rowley, First Grade Teachers, share that they have not seen a more eager and 
willing group of learners. These students are genuinely grateful to be part of the classroom community 
and they have truly risen to the challenge of different and changing expectations. 
 
With this group of resilient and remarkable students, the positive experiences far outweigh the challenges 
that teachers were facing heading into this school year. These two teachers didn’t prepare themselves for 
the amazing things they have experienced in a time of great challenges. Perhaps, just forgetting about the 
challenges and seeing things through the eyes of a first grader makes all the difference! 
 
At White Mountains Regional High School 
On November 4th, WMRHS held its 7th annual “I am College Bound” - College Application Day. 
The purpose of this program is to increase the number of students who pursue post-secondary 
education. Students are invited to apply to at least one school and have the support of high 
school staff and local higher education professionals to navigate the process. On this day, the 
application fee is waived for all New Hampshire colleges and universities. Through this 
experience, students gain more confidence in the application process and are more likely to 
apply to additional schools. This year, 50 high schools all over New Hampshire participated in 
assisting over 2,000 students apply to college.  
At WMRHS, College Application Day is traditionally filled with fun music, energizing food, 
college swag, and raffles. This year, College Application Day had to be adjusted to remote 
constraints, but students were not deterred! Four local college and university volunteers from 
Plymouth, Southern New Hampshire University, Dartmouth, and NHHEAF were on hand to help 
guide students through the application process. As part of tradition, every time a student 
applied to a college or university, the student got to hang up the college banner. Throughout 
the course of the day, 22 seniors applied to 85 colleges and universities! That is a lot of 
banners. At the very end of the day, a $500 scholarship was raffled off. This year’s winner was 
Haley Lincoln! She hopes to study Forensic Psychology next year. 

 
 


